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2 Cost estimates without reference to 
materials

Early in the product life cycle, little is known about the costs of a 
material or even the specific components and operations required 
to manufacture that material. Costs can be manually specified in unit 
cost estimates to represent the costs in these early stages of product 
development. Using special material types, non-productive materials 
can be defined to represent reusable manufacturing processes and 
component lists for developing costs.

2.1 Purpose of cost estimates without reference to materials

Using the term “cost estimates without reference to materials” is a bit mis-
leading. What is really intended is the ability to create a cost estimate 
without having to create a production material to go with it. The research 
phase of the product life cycle is a time of experimentation, and there is no 
compelling reason at this point to begin to create materials that will never 
make it into production. The desire at this stage is the ability to estimate 
the costs of creating a type of product. If the result is not deemed to be cost 
effective, then there is no need to move forward with creating a material. 
SAP provides alternative methods for generating cost estimates without 
requiring a production material.

2.2 Base planning objects

Prior to the release of S/4HANA, a special method for generating costs 
was included; it was known as “base planning objects”. This feature al-
lowed for the assignment of costs without specifically referencing a mate-
rial. Base planning objects could reference costs from other base plan-
ning objects as well as materials, activity types, and other cost objects. 
The same processes used for creating cost estimates for base planning 
objects are also used when creating unit cost estimates. The only differ-
ence is that unit cost estimates are assigned to specific materials. Seeing 
that the base planning object functionality is essentially duplicated with 
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unit cost estimates, base planning objects found themselves on the sim-
plification list when S/4HANA was introduced, and the functionality was 
made obsolete (refer to SAP Note 23492942). Some of the functionality 
has been temporarily restored in S/4HANA (see SAP Note 21336443), but 
I personally believe that this was done to support those customers con-
verting to S/4HANA who were unable to switch over to unit costing prior to 
the conversion. The intent is that base planning objects will no longer be 
supported and should no longer be used. Other methodologies exist which 
virtually duplicate the older functionality.

2.3 Easy Cost Planning for cost estimation

SAP Note 2349294 suggests two alternatives for managing costing simu-
lations. One is to use Easy Cost Planning transaction CKECP to develop 
ad hoc costs. Easy Cost Planning is a very flexible tool, used to create 
cost estimates for planning costs for certain CO objects and also for gen-
erating ad hoc costs used in “what if” analyses. A full examination of Easy 
Cost Planning and its uses is beyond the scope of this book. One of the 
main features of this module is the ability to develop a costing model to 
generate repeatable cost estimates. The costing model uses templates to 
generate costing items based on characteristics that are defined with the 
model. Usually the pre-defined costing model is first selected for the cost 
estimate. Then, values are assigned to the characteristics. Based on those 
values and the underlying templates, the cost items are assigned to the 
cost estimate. Changes and additions can be made to the resulting cost 
itemization before saving. A fuller explanation of how this works is found 
in the book “Practical Guide to Using SAP® CO Templates” published by 
Espresso Tutorials.

2.3.1 Creating a cost estimate with CKECP

Transaction CKECP can also be used without assigning a costing model 
to the cost estimate. Skip the selection of the costing model and go directly 

2 SAP Note 2349294—“S4TWL—Reference and Simulation Costing”
3 SAP Note 2133644—“ Error message SFIN_FI 004: Transactions KKE1, 

KKE2, KKE3 cannot be called”
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to the itemization screen to create the ad hoc cost estimate. The cost es-
timate in the following example is used to determine the cost for a new 
type of ink that is purple in color.

Figure 2.1: Transaction CKECP initial window

Figure 2.1 shows the initial window with the Create with Planning forM tab 
opened. Enter the description of the item to be costed. Skip the selection 
of the planning form and click on the addnl data tab. The required costing 
parameters are shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Transaction CKECP costing parameters

Because a cost estimate with itemization is being created, a costing vari-
ant is required. Only costing variants using costing type 26 (Ad Hoc Cost 
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Estimate) can be used for creating ad hoc cost estimates with Easy Cost 
Planning. Either company code or plant must be entered. Company code 
is necessary to determine the chart of accounts to use. If plant is entered 
instead of company code, the company code is derived from the plant def-
inition. A profit center can be assigned, if so desired, but it is not necessary 
in this case. The dates come from the date control definition assigned to 
the costing variant. Click on  to create a new cost estimate. To 
make changes to an existing estimate, click on .

Figure 2.3: Initial cost estimate window

To bring up the itemization window, click on the  but-
ton (see Figure 2.3). The Choose Planning forM button should be ignored 
because this type of cost estimate does not use the planning form to enter 
characteristics to drive the cost estimate. Click on the  button (show/
hide structure) to hide the Costing struCture window at the left so that 
more of the itemization view can be seen.

Figure 2.4: Blank itemization window

The initial itemization window is shown in Figure 2.4. When adding a line, 
first enter the item ID for the specific line. The following item types are 
available:

 f B—base planning object. Requires base planning object ID, quan-
tity, and cost element if not already assigned to the base planning 
object itself. Base planning objects are not intended to be used in 
S/4HANA.
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 f E—internal activity. Requires cost center, activity type, quantity of 
activity, and unit of measure. The cost element comes from the 
definition of the activity type.

 f F—external activity (external processing of work in process). Re-
quires purchasing information record ID, plant, purchasing organi-
zation, quantity, and cost element.

 f L—subcontracting. Requires purchasing information record ID, 
plant, purchasing organization, quantity, and cost element. The 
cost element is derived from the account assignment configuration 
for subcontracting (transaction event key FRL—External Activity).

 f M—material. Requires material number, plant, quantity, and unit 
of measure. Cost element is derived from the automatic account 
assignment configuration for transaction event key GBB (inventory 
posting offset), modifier VBR (consumption).

 f N—external service. Requires service ID, plant, purchasing organ-
ization, quantity, and unit of measure. Cost element is derived from 
the valuation class assigned to the external service activity.

 f P—process (manual). Requires business process ID and quantity. 
Unit of measure is derived from the business process. The cost 
element is taken from the business process definition.

 f T—text item. Requires a description. This is not included in the 
cost.

 f V—variable item. Requires quantity, price, price unit, and cost 
element. Text describing the cost should also be entered under 
desCriPtion.

There are several buttons which can be used to manipulate the itemization 
and display details about the itemization:

 Cost estimate log—clicking this button displays the message log for 
the specific costing node represented by the itemization window.

 Item information—select an item line and click on this button to get 
detailed information about the specific object.

 Confirm cost estimate—after all changes have been made to 
the cost estimate, click on this button to save those changes.

 Fill column—select the item lines. Then, select the cell to copy by 
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